Gefitinib is effective against juvenile pilocytic astrocytoma in vitro.
Juvenile pilocytic astrocytomas (JPAs) are the most common central nervous system tumors in children. If completely resected, JPAs are associated with an excellent outcome. However, there is need for additional therapeutic approaches for those JPAs which are incompletely resected and fail subsequent standard chemotherapy/radiation. To explore the possibility for a novel therapeutic approach we measured the effect of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor gefitinib on five JPA primary cell-cultures. Due to a lack of established cell-lines of JPA very few in vitro drug sensitivity assays have been performed. In this study we have succeeded in propagating short-term primary cell-cultures established from surgical specimens. The effect of gefitinib on proliferation in JPA derived primary cell-cultures was measured by a standard tritiated thymidine incorporation assay. The level of expression of EGFR, the intended target of gefitinib, was measured by immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry and RT-PCR. Gefitinib was shown to inhibit proliferation in all five JPA cell-cultures tested, with IC-50's between 1.6 and 9.6 microM. However, EGFR protein and mRNA expression was undetectable. Further studies with cetuximab, an EGFR-specific inhibitory monoclonal antibody, showed no effect on proliferation in JPA. Based on these preclinical data, gefitinib may be a suitable salvage chemotherapy drug to explore further in those patients with JPA who have recurred after primary chemotherapy. Of interest, it appears that the anti-tumor effect of gefitinib in JPA cell-cultures may be mediated through a pathway other than EGFR inhibition.